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OBSERVABILITY OF A G R A P H 
J Á N Č E R N Ý * — M I R K O H O R Ň Á K * * — R O M A N S O T A K * * 
(Communicated by Martin Skoviera ) 
ABSTRACT. Observability, a graph invariant inspired by point-distinguishing 
chromatic index, line-distinguishing chromatic number and harmonious chromatic 
number, is introduced . Its value has been determined for complete graphs, paths, 
cycles, wheels and complete bipart i te graphs . A special a t tent ion is devoted to 
regular graphs with opt imum structure as regards observability. 
1. Introduct ion 
Let G be a finite undirected graph without loops and multiple edges (for 
basic notions and notations see, e.g., H a r a r y [3]), and let EX(G) be the set 
of all edges of G incident with x G V(G). For integers p , q we shall use the 
notations 
q oo 
b . « ] : - | J W ' \p,oo):={J{i}; 
i=p i=p 
if q G [l,oo), the unique integer i G [l,g] fulfilling i = p (mod q) will be 
denoted by (p) . Let p be a fc-edge-colouring of G, i.e., a map from [ l , , ^ ^ ^ . 
The colour set of x induced by p is defined by 
I m » : = (J {p(e)}. 
e€Ex(G) 
If p is a proper colouring, which means that |Ima.(</?)| = IF^GjI for each 
x G V(G), edges of EX(G) are distinguished by their colours (values of p)\ if, 
moreover, vertices of G are distinguished by their colour sets, it is natural to 
say G is observable through p (for short p-observable). Denote by Obsk(G) 
the set of all ^-edge-colourings p of G such that G is (^-observable. Of course, 
A M S S u b j e c t C l a s s i f i c a t i o n (1991): Pr imary 05C15. 
K e y w o r d s : observability, colour set, matching, fully observable graph, complete (bipartite) 
graph, path, cycle, wheel. 
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Obsfc(G) ^ 0 implies Obsj(G) / 0 for each / G [k, oo), and we can define 
observability of G by 
obs(G) := lim max{fc G [0,/] : VyG[0,fc-l] Obs,(G) = 0} . 
Thus obs(G) is either the smallest k G [0, oo) with Obsfc(G) / 0, or x if 
Obsfc(G) = 0 for all k G [0, oo) (this happens only if G has a component A9 or 
more than one component K1). 
Note that omitting the condition for (p to be proper we obtain another in-
variant, point-distinguishing chromatic index of a graph - see H a r a r v and 
P I a n t h o I t [4]. On the other hand, the dualization of these two characteris-
tics of a graph - when vertices are coloured and edges are required to be distin-
guished by colours of their vertices - leads to the notions of line-distinguishing 
chromatic number of a graph ( F r a n k , H a r a r y and P 1 a n t h o 11 [2]) and 
harmonious chromatic number of a graph ( M i l l e r and P r i t i k i n [6]). 
Let vd(G) be the number of vertices of degree d in G, and A(G) the maxi-
mum degree of a vertex in G. 
1.1. PROPOSITION. If Obsk(G) ^ 0 for a graph G and d G [0, A(G)] , then 
vAG)<(kd). 
P r o o f . There are at most f i j possibilities to distinguish cf-valent vertices 
of G by of-element subsets of [1, k]. • 
1.2. COROLLARY. For any graph G 
obs(G) > m i n { k G [0, oo) : Vde[0,A(G)] vd(G) < ( * ) } . 
We have also the following trivial relation between obs(G) and the chromatic 
index X'(G) of G: 
1.3. PROPOSITION. For any graph G, obs(G) > x'{G). 
P r o o f . If k = obs(G) < oo, any map from Obsfc(G) is a proper edge-
colouring of G, hence k > x''{G). • 
A d-regular graph G is said to be fully observable if |V(G)| — ( \ 7' \ ; 
in such a case, all OJ-subsets of [l,obs(G)] are used to distinguish vertices of G 
in some edge-colouring of G. 
The aim of the present paper is to find observability for graphs with simple 
structure - the complete graph Kn, the path Pn , the cycle Cn , the wheel \\'n . 
i.e., the graph of (n — l)-sided prism (n is always the number of vertices) and the 
complete bipartite graph Kjnn. Moreover, all pairs (k,d) are determined such 
that there exists a fully observable d-regular graph whose observability is A-. 
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2. Some basic classes of graphs 
First of all we consider the case of complete graphs. We have of course 
obs(Iv~0) = obs(_
5_'1) = 0 and obs(K2) = co. 
2 . 1 . THEOREM. If me [2,oo), then obs(K2m_1) = 2m - 1 and obs(K2J = 
2 m + 1. 
P r o o f . 
1. The well-known V i z i n g 's theorem [8] together with Proposition 1.3 and 
the fact that K2m_1 does not have a matching imply 
obs(K2m_1)>^(K2m_1) = 2m-l. 
Let (p be any proper (2m - l)-edge colouring of K2m_1. Each colour i G 
[l,27Ti—l] covers an even number of vertices and, consequently, omits at least 
one vertex of K2rn_1, hence 
(2m-l)(2m-2) = 2\E(K2m_1)\ 
2 m - l 2 m - l 
= __ 2|¥>"
1(i)| = _l \{x 6 V{K2m_x) : i e I m » } | 
i = l i = l 
< ( 2 m - l ) ( 2 m - 2 ) . 
Since the inequality turns into equality, any colour from [ l , 2 m - l ] omits ex-
actly one vertex of K2m_1, and I m x ( » ^ Imy(y>) whenever x # y. Thus 
f € Obs2 m_1(/ j :2 m_1) and o\>s{K2m_x) = 2m - 1. 
2. As v^^iKtJ = 2m > 1 and vd(K2J = 0 for d e [0 ,2m-2] , 
mm in{k Є [0,oo) : Vdє[0, Д ( K 2 т о ) ] vd(K2J < ( J ) } = 2m, 
and, by Corollary 1.2, obs(K2J > 2m. Suppose O b s 2 m ( i \ T 2 J contains a map 
tp, take x e V(K2J and consider a (unique) colour i from [1,2m] - Imx((p) 
(missing at x). Since K2m has 2m vertices, i omits at least one vertex y G 
V(K2J - {x}] but then Imx(tp) = Imy(<p), and the obtained contradiction 
shows that obs(K"2 m) > 2m + 1. 
IiV(K2J = [1,2m], if2 m has a matching M = { {2 i- l ,2 i} : z G [l, [ - y ] ] } , 
and we can define a (2m + l)-edge-colouring y? of I\T2m by 
(p(e) = 2m + 1 for e G M , 
<r^, i } = (i + i ) 2 m otherwise. 
It is easy to see that tp is proper and that 
Im,((^) = [ l , 2 m + l ] - { ( 2 i ) 2 m , r i J , 
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n i = ( 2 i - ( - l )
i ) 2 m f o r i € [ l , m ] , 
" m + i = l+™[l + ( - l )
m ] . 
n{ = 2m + 1 for i G [m+2,2m]. 
As (2fc)2m is even and nk is odd for each k G [1, 2m], the assumption Im^ip) = 
lm3(ip) with i,j G [1,2m], i < j , implies 2i = 2,7 (mod 2m) and j = i + m. 
However, nfc < 2m — 1 < 2m + 1 = nk + m for k G [2,m] and nx = 3 ^ 
n
m + i G { l , 2 m + l } , hence colour sets induced by if are pairwise different, (f is 
1П Obs. ( / ř 2 m ) , a n d o b s ( / i : 2 m ) = 2 m + l . 2m-ł-U 2m D 
The analysis concerning paths (with n > 3 vertices, otherwise Pn is isomor­
phic to Kn) and cycles involves an idea quite frequent in colouring techniques 
- see, e.g., [4], B o r i e s and J o l i v e t [1] or H e l l and M i l l e r [5]. 
2.2. THEOREM. If n e [3, oo), then 
o b s ( P j = m i n ( 2 ^ v / § ^ 7 - 1 + 1, 2 
v/2n - 5 + 1 
P r o o f . Suppose V(Pn) = [l,n] and E(Pn) = { { i , i+l} : i G [ l , n - l ] } . 
Of course, o b s ( P j > 2 by Corollary 1.2. If Obsfc ( P J 7-. 0 for some k G [2, oo) 
and ip G O b s f c ( P j , then (<£>{1, 2 } , . . . , (p{n — 1, n}) is the sequence of vertices 
of a non-closed trail of length n — 2 in the complete graph on vertices [1, k]: 
Im^ip) = (/?{l,2} ^<p{n- l , n } = Im n ( c J , 
Im.((^) = { (^{ i - l,i},v?{z,z + l}} ^ {<p{5 ~ h5},<p{5J + l}} =^((P) 
whenever i, j G [2,n—1], i ^ j • Conversely, if the complete graph Kk has a 
non-closed trail of length n — 2, it can be used to find a map in Obs f c (PJ . 
Let Ik be the set of lengths of non-closed trails in Kk; evidently, Ik C 
1, ( 9 ) • Suppose first that k is odd. Kk has a closed Eulerian trail Tk, and 
all its trails of length ( 2 ) are closed, hence Ik C 1, ( 2 ) — 1 . Denote as 
Tk(i,j) the subtrail of Tk beginning in ith and ending in j t h edge of this trail. 
If Tfc(l,Z) is non-closed for some / G 1, ( 2 )
_ 1 . then directly / G Ik. On the 
other hand, if Tfc(l,l) is closed, then necessarily Tfc(2,Z + 1) is non-closed and 
/ G Ik again. This shows that Ik = 
24 
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For even k we have Ik — 1 , - ^ + 1 
k{k-2) , 0 ( k + 2. 
( . ) 
Ңk - 2) 
follows from the fact that 
+ 2 edges has more than two 
Impossibility of lengths from 
any subgraph G of Kk with at least 
vertices of degree k — 1 - the opposite assumption yields 
\E{G)\ = ^ivi{G)<±[2{k-l) + {k-2){k-2)] = ^ ^ + 1; 
1 = 1 
thus, clearly, G does not have an Eulerian trail. 
I2 = {1} is trivial. For even k G [4, oo) consider a factor F of Kk consisting 
k — 2 of two components KY and — - — components K2 . The connected graph Kk — 
k(k — 2) 
E(F) has ^ h 1 edges and exactly two vertices of odd degree, hence it 
erian trail T connecting these two vertices, and the trail has a non-closed Eu 
induced by first I G edges of T shows / G Ik. 
If Obsk{Pn) ± 0 with k odd, then n - 2 < ( ^ ) - 1.
 T h e resulting quadratic 
inequality in k is for k G [3, 00) equivalent to 
y/Ы- 7 + 1 k - 1 
k > — - — > 
v t ø n - 7 - ľ 
and k > 2 
y/ïñ-7-ľ 
+ 1. 
From the assumption Obs f c (P n ) ^ 0 with k even, we have n — 2 < 
k(k — 2) 
— - -f- 1, which is for k G [2, 00) equivalent to inequalities 
fc > л/2n - 5 + 1, - | > 
V 2 П - 5 + 1 
and k > 2 
л/2ñ~-5 + l 
Combining both systems of inequalities we get 
obs(Pn) = min{fc Є [3, 00) : n Є Ik} 
" л / 8 n - 7 - l 
= min < 2 - + 1,2 
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2.3. THEOREM. If k,n E [3, oo), then obs(C n) = k if and only if either 
(1) k is odd and n G ~ 2 , ~ 2 ~ U I — ~ — >, 
or 
/ 0ч , • , c \k
2 -Зk-2 k2-3k] . . \k2-Зk + 4 k2-2k (2) k гs even and n Є , U - — ! — , 
P r o o f. Analogously as in the proof of Theorem 2.2 our task is to examine 
the structure of the set Jk Ç З , ! ^ ) of all lengths of closed trails in Kk -
maps from Obs f e(C n) are in 1 — 1 correspondence with closed trails of length n 
ìnKk. 
1. For odd k Є [3,oo) we shall show Jk = Гз, ( 2 ) -
3 ] u { ( 2 ) } * C l e a r l У> 
í ^ ) — i £ J\z foг i = 1,2, since deleting i edges from Kk leads to a graph with 
at least two vertices of odd degree which is non-Eulerian. 
For the rest proceed by induction on k. J3 = {3} being trivial, suppose 
Jk = [3, ( 2 ) -
3 ] u {(*)} f o г s o m e k Є l3>°°)' L e t ^ ( ^ + 2 ) = [1, * + 2 ] , 
choose a closed trail T of length í ^ ) in the complete subgraph of Kk+2 on 
vertices [3, k+2], delete from it the edge {3,4} and close the obtained trail T' 
by another trail T" determined by its sequence of vertices: 
(3 ,1 ,4) , (3 ,1 ,2 ,4) , (3 ,1 ,5 ,2 ,4) , (3 ,1 ,2 ,5 ,1 ,4) . 
Thuswehave ( ^ ) +i Є J f c + 2 , ѓ = 1,2,3,4. 
Closed trails of length 4 induced by the sequence ( l ,2 j , 2,2^+1,1) for j Є 
3, — І — can be attached to the trails above to prove ( o ) + »̂ ( 2 ) " ~ 3 
-= Л+2 • 
For k E [5,00) a closed trail of length ( <y ) — 3 on vertices [3, A;-f2] serves 
similarly as a base for ( 2 ) ""2, ( 9 ) ""M -= ^k+2 • 
Finally, f \ ) G J^+2 s m c e &k+2 l s a n Eulerian graph. 
k(k - 2)' 
2. For even k G [4,00) we are going to prove Jk = 3, 
k2 — 2k + 2 A subgraph of Kk with at least — edges has its average degree at 
2 
least k — 2 + —-, consequently it must contain vertices of odd degree k — 1 and 
cannot be Eulerian. 
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The rest is easy for k = 4, so we can suppose k G [6, oo). With respect to the 
first part of the proof, Jk_1
 = 3> ( o" )"~^ U 1 ( 2 ) I ' a n d ^ suffices to 
showthat [ f ^ " 1 ) ^ , ( f c 2 1 ) ~ 1 l a n d [ ( f c 2 1 ) + 1 » fc^~2M are subsets 
of Jk. 
Denote by M the perfect matching |{2i—l,2i} : i G 1, -~ \\ of Kk. Then 
the graph Kk — M has a closed Eulerian trail. The same is true for Ft = Kk — 
(MuE(Gl)) , where Gt is the cycle of length I G 3, - | + ll with E(Gt) DM = 0 
on vertices 1,4,5 (for / = 3) or successively 1 ,3 , . . . , 21—3,4. (It is easy to see 
that Ft is connected.) Thus (!f\ - ( - | + 1 ) G Jk for I G {0} U 3, - | + l l . 
The graphs induced by the edges of M - {{1,2}} U {{1,3}, {2,3}} or M -
{{1,2}} U {{1,3}, {2,5}, {3,5}} have all their vertices of odd degree, their com-
plements in Kk are connected graphs with only vertices of even degree, and we 
can claim (%\ - [ ( - | - l ) +1 G Jfc for / = 2 ,3 . 
The proof of our theorem now follows from the structure of the sets Jk, 
fcG[3,oo). • 
The wheel on 4 vertices is isomorphic to K4, hence obs(W4) = 5 by Theo-
rem 2.1. 
2.4. THEOREM. If n e [5, oo), then obs(Wn) = n - 1. 
P r o o f . From Corollary 1.2, it is evident that obs(VVn) > n — 1. Wn has a 
vertex of degree n — 1. On the other hand, if 
V(Wn) = [ l . n ] , E(Wn) = {{i,-»},{., ( t + l ^ J : t 6 [ l . n - 1 ] } , 
then the map </? defined by 
cp{iyn} = i, 
¥>{*, (* + l ) „ - i> = (t + 2)n_x for i G [1, n - 1 ] 
belongs to Obs n _ 1 (W n ) , and we obtain obs(Wn) = n — 1. • 
We end this paragraph with turning our attention to complete bipartite 
graphs Km n. For the graph Kx x isomorphic to K2 we have obs(Klii) = oo. 
2 .5 . THEOREM. If n G [2,OO) and m G [ 2 , n - l ] , then obs(X1>n) = Uj 
OOS(Km,n) = n + 1 and o b s ( ^ n , n ) = U + 2 • 
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P r o o f . 
1. The star Kln on n + 1 vertices has observability at least n by Corol­
lary 1.2, and the result follows since each proper n-edge-colouring of K1 n dis­
tinguishes vertices of Kx n by its induced colour sets. 
2. As the graph Km n has m G [2,n—l] vertices of degree n, Corollary 1.2 
yields obs(Km n) > n + 1. The desired result can be obtained provided 
V(Km,n) = [hrn + n], E(Km,n) = {{ij} : i G [1,m], jG [m+1, m+n]} , 
by considering the map (p G Obsn + 1(-f-'m j n) defined by 
<f{ij} = (i+J)n+i
 f o r * E t 1 ' 7 7 1- a n d 3 E I m + 1 ' m + n l * 
3. Since 
vn(Kn,n)~*n>n + l=(" +
 l ) , 
ohs(Kn n) > n + 2 by Corollary 1.2. A map $ G Obsn+2(
Kn,n) c a n b e defined 
by 
HhJ} = (i+J)n+2> 
*l>{riJ} = (3-l)n+2 f o r * e [ l , n - l ] , j G [ n + l , 2 n ] . 
Note that, according to H o r n a k and S o t a k [7], o b s ^ ^ x ^ ) ) = (p-l)q+2 
for p G [3, oo) and q G [2, oo), where K(p x q) is the complete p-partite graph 
with all parts of cardinality q. 
3. Fully observable graphs 
When searching for observability of a d-regular graph G with n vertices, 
according to Corollary 1.2, the first candidate is the minimum k such that 
( 5 ) > n . It is quite natural to expect problems in an attempt to find a map in 
Obsk(G) if the difference f i ) — n is small - it represents a "degree of freedom" 
for such a map. G is fully observable just if its observability corresponds to a 
map with "degree of freedom" equal to 0. An example of such a graph for d = 3, 
n = 20 and k = 6 is the graph D of dodecahedron - see Fig. 1, where values of 
a map from Obs 6 (D) are indicated. 
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Figure 1. 
An immediate question arises: For which pairs (fc,<I) does there exist a 
cl-regular graph G with ( i ) vertices and obs(G) = fc? Besides the trivial 
case fc = d = 0 covered by Kx, such a pair requires fc E [3, oo) and d E [2, fc—1]. 
The complete answer depends only on the parity of ( J _ -i ) • 
3 .1 . THEOREM. If fc E [3, oo) and d E [2, fc—1], then there exists a fully observ-
able d-regular graph with observability k if and only if ( » _ -. ) _ 0 (mod 2). 
P r o o f . 
1. Let G be a d-regular graph with |V(G)| = ( i ) and obs(G) = fc. For 
if E Obsfc(G) and i E [1, fc] the number of colour classes containing i is ( j Z i ) 5 
on the other hand, it is equal to 2|(^_ 1( i) | , hence L " - . must be even. 
2. Now suppose ( _ _ } ) = ° ( m o d 2) • 
(a) If d — 2 and fc is odd, then, by Theorem 2.3, the cycle Crk\ is a fully 
observable graph with the pair of parameters (fc, 2). 
(b) For d — k — 1 • = 0 (mod 2) use the complete graph Kk and the 
statement of Theorem 2.1 showing admissibility of the pair (fc, fc—1). 
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(c) Finally we shall t rea t the s i tuat ion k G [5,oo), d G [3. k — 2] . Denote 
by G the complete graph on the vertex set U of all ri-element subsets of [1. k\. 
Our task will be done by finding k edge-disjoint matchings M{, . . . . Mk. in G 
such t h a t for each i G [l,fc] the vertices of M- are exactly those containing / 
then H = (C/,M( f eI) , where 
3 
MU) = [J Mi for j G [0, k] 
i=l 
is a d-regular subgraph of G , the proper k-edge-colouring ip of H defined by 
(f~1(i) — M% for every i G [l,fc] fulfils \mu((p) = H for all u G U, hence it 
belongs to Obsk(H) and H is fully observable . 
Take i G [ l ,k] and suppose M- is de termined for each j G [l,z —1]. Let 
[A be the set of all vertices of U containing i , and consider the graph Gh = 
G(U^) — M ^ - 1 ^ created from the graph induced in G on vertices of c7 by 
( k — l omit t ing edges of all up to now const ructed matchings . This g raph has ( _, _ v 
vertices, which is, due to 2 < O! — 1 < k — 3 , not less t h a n ( , ~ o ) — ( 9 ) — 
(k - l)(fc - 2) ^ ^ = ^ T h e n u m b e r o f e d g e g o f M ( i - i ) i n c i den t with a 
vertex u G Ui is 
|Hn [1,2—1]I < d- 1 , 
hence the neighbourhood Nw of u in the graph G- has at least 2d—l — (d—l) = d 
vertices . 
If M[ is a m a x i m u m matching of G•, it can be shown t h a t M[ is perfect. 
Assume it is not; then it omits at least two vertices x , y of Ui ( remember 
t h a t |UJ is even). Evidently, each neighbour of x in Gi belongs to an edge 
of M[. Thus , if u(u) is the counterpar t of u G Nx wi th respect to M[ , then 
l /^ jVjl = IIVJ > </. As TV omits at most d—\ vertices of U{ — {y}^ it necessarily 
meets ii(Nx), and there exists u G Nx such t h a t ji(u) G /V . Bu t in such a case 
the match ing M[ — {u, fi(u)} U {{#, H}, {H, /i(H)}} contradic ts the m a x i m a l l y 
of M / . T h e perfect matching M[ can be used in the role of M{, and the proof 
follows. D 
Till now our effort to construct a non-fully observable g raph fulfilling nev-
erthe less all known necessary condit ions to be fully observable has not been 
successful (it could correspond only to the case (c) in the proof of Theorem 3.1). 
This leads us to the following hypothesis . 
a . 2 . C O N J E C T U R E . / / k G [5, 00) , d G [3, k-2] and (j~\~ M = 0 (mod 2 ) . 
then every d-regular graph on ( 1 j vertices is fully observable. 
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